Almost every law system has an exclusionary rule which causes evidence to be withheld from court. However, rules about the exclusion of illegally obtained evidence are not always beyond criticism: courts and commentators throughout the world struggle to find a middle ground between ensuring fundamental rights on the one hand and ensuring justice on the other hand, or what could be called the costs and the benefits of the exclusionary rule. Even in the United States, mostly referred to as the origin of the exclusionary rule, it remains one of the most controversial doctrines in criminal procedure. What is more, in many countries the last decade has shown interesting evolutions in jurisprudence concerning the exclusionary rule. Almost always, this evolution makes it easier for prosecutors to use evidence that has been obtained illegally or even unconstitutionally. This has also been the case in Belgium. In this article, a short overview will be given about the evolution of Belgian jurisprudence concerning the exclusionary rule.

In Belgian criminal procedure, the use of illegally obtained evidence is in principle forbidden. In a decision of 12 March 1923, the Court of Cassation ruled that illegally obtained evidence may not be used as an element of proof against a person in a criminal case. Evidence that was gathered because of earlier illegally obtained evidence is also the subject of exclusion. Based on a decision by the Court of Cassation of 13 May 1986, it can be stated that the exclusionary rule as seen in Belgian jurisprudence is related to evidence gathered in three different ways: by an unlawful act, by an act in violation of formal procedural rules, or by an act that is incompatible with the general principles of law. However, this general rule has been put into a wider perspective by Belgian jurisprudence since 1990, and especially since 2003. Since 1990, there has been a clear tendency in the jurisprudence of the Court of Cassation to limit, in a number of situations, the effect and the strict application of the exclusionary rule. This approach was applied specifically in cases where evidence was obtained as a result of an unlawful act by a person other than the investigating police officers or magistrates.
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9 Such as evidence gathered in violation of professional secrecy, or the confidentiality of mail or as the result of illegal monitoring operations.
10 For example, evidence obtained in connection with a violation of the right to remain silent, the fairness of criminal proceedings, the privacy of citizens or the physical and psychical integrity of individuals.
position is that the Court of Cassation will accept the use of illegally obtained evidence in circumstances where neither the persons charged with the investigation, nor the informant has committed an unlawful act in order to obtain possession of the documents and when there is no connection between the theft of the evidence and the delivering of the documents to the prosecuting officers. Both of these conditions have to be met. In a well known judgement of 4 January 1994, the Court of Cassation had to decide once more on the effect of this exclusionary rule. A hotel night watchman made copies of the unofficial accounts of the owner of the hotel during his employment and sent it anonymously to the judicial authorities. The owner of the hotel was prosecuted for fraud. However, the Court of Appeal decided to discharge the accused because the furnishing of proof was founded on irregularly obtained evidence, namely the information from the anonymous report. The members of the Court of Appeal took the view that the night watchman could only have obtained the information irregularly by misusing the relationship with his employer. In its judgement, the Court of Cassation confirmed the principle of exclusion of irregularly obtained evidence, and stated that the trial judge cannot convict a person for a criminal offence where the evidence presented was obtained irregularly or illegally by the official authorities charged with the investigation or prosecution, or by the person reporting the offence. However, the court decided that the information obtained by the night watchman could be used as evidence, since he had access to the information because of his employment, and he did not commit a criminal offence by copying the information sent to the authorities. That the employee had undoubtedly misused his right to obtain access to the information does not necessarily imply that he committed a criminal offence. In a later judgement, the Court of Cassation considered the furnishing of proof to be regular when the reporter of a criminal offence obtained the evidence by coincidence without committing an offence or an irregularity, by which the reporter of a fiscal fraud accidentally obtained charging documents that were, so he stated, pushed through his letterbox; the documents were not handed over to the judicial authorities immediately, but were hidden and given to a third person at a later time. The defendant can use any evidence to prove their innocence, even when the evidence is obtained illegally. The rationale for this derogation of the exclusionary rule is to guarantee the right of a fair trial.

Since 1998, Belgian law explicitly requires the public prosecutor’s department and the investigating judge to ensure that evidence is gathered lawfully and fairly. The law does not, however, prescribe specific sanctions where this obligation is not respected. According to the Court of Cassation, the public prosecutor’s department is presumed to act correctly. This means that if the defence disputes the good faith of the prosecutor, it is for the defence to prove the allegation. Since 2003 however, the Belgian exclusionary rule has been rewritten completely by the Court of Cassation. A vehicle was searched unlawfully, which led to the finding of an illegal weapon. Despite the search being unlawful, the Court of Appeal convicted the accused based on the findings of the search. The Court of Cassation upheld this judgement, and took the opportunity to reverse the exclusionary rule. Since then, the use of illegally obtained evidence is accepted, with the following exceptions: where the legislation explicitly prescribes nullity as a sanction for the failure to comply with a relevant regulation, which is exceptional in Belgian criminal law; the illegality or irregularity has made the evidence unreliable, or the use of the illegally obtained evidence is not compatible with the principle of a fair trial. This last criteria has been the

14 Article 28bis §3 and article 56 §1 CCP.
16 For a more thorough review of this new jurisprudential development, see F. Deruyck, ‘Wat krom is wordt recht. Over de bruikbaarheid van onrechtmatig verkregen bewijzen’, in X. XXXIIIe Postuniversitaire Cyclus Willy Delvaux, Mechelen, Kluwer, 2006, 201-231.
18 Most of the time the Court follows the advice of the public department (openbaar ministerie). Mostly that advice is given orally. However, in important cases, there is a written advice (conclusion) that elaborates on the judicial question much more than the decision of the Court itself. Those written conclusions are mostly published with the decision of the Court and can also be found on the web site of the Court. But this does not solve everything: in many cases it is not so clear what exactly convinced the Court to decide one way or the other.
20 Providing an example of such a situation is not simple. Some authors suggest provocation by police officers or statements that were made because of blackmail (F. Schuermans, “De nieuwe cassatierechtspraak inzake de sanctioneeringswet van het onrechtmatig verkregen bewijs: doorbraak of bres?”, Rechtspraak Antwerpen Brussel, Gent 2004, n° 18, 346-347), but such examples are not convincing, since they suggest a breach of the right of a fair trial, which is the third reason for exclusion (F. Deruyck, o.c., n° 18, 255).
subject of further explanation by the Court of Cassation, in which the trial judge may take into account one or all of the following circumstances:

1. the authorities have committed the illegality or irregularity on purpose;
2. the seriousness of the criminal offence outweighs the illegality or irregularity;
3. the illegally obtained evidence only proves the existence of a criminal offence, but does not prove who committed the offence, which can be the case where a body of a murdered person is found, for instance; 22
4. the illegality did not affect the rights protected by the legal rule that has been violated; 21
5. the mere formal character of the legal rule that has been violated. 24

Recently, a new criterion was added: illegally obtained evidence cannot be used in court if the evidence was collected with a disregard of the competence of the court. 25 In this case, a search warrant was issued by a judge that was not competent to do so. It is not clear how to deal with illegally obtained evidence that proves not only the criminal existence of a criminal offence, but does not prove who committed the offence, which can be the case where a body of a murdered person is found, for instance; 22

Since the evolution in Belgian jurisprudence began ten years ago, illegally obtained evidence is rarely excluded. Most trial judges agree with the defence claim that the use of illegally obtained evidence in Belgium: a ‘status questionis’ right, such as the right of protection of domicile: judges have accepted the use of evidence obtained by illegal searches, even though article 15 of the Belgian constitution provides that the domicile is inviolable and that no visit to the individual’s residence can take place except as laid down by law and in the form prescribed by law. This interpretation was accepted by the Court of Cassation in 2004. 26 However, occasionally a trial judge will decide the opposite and exclude evidence that would in most cases be accepted. This happened recently in a pending criminal investigation against members of the Catholic hierarchy who are being blamed for not reporting sex abuse allegations to the legal authorities. 27 The case showed that there is a high risk for suspects or civil parties to be treated differently according to the nature of the case or the position of the trial judge towards the exclusionary rule. This risk is especially high since the trial judge is not obliged to evaluate whether the seriousness of the criminal offence outweighs the illegality or irregularity. Therefore he can for example, when the authorities have committed the illegality or irregularity on purpose, exclude the evidence without performing a balance check (which was the decision in the case against the members of Catholic hierarchy) or decide that the evidence can be used because of the seriousness of the crime. 28

The Belgian approach to illegally obtained evidence can also be criticized since there is no longer any logic at all to be found in the exclusionary (or non-exclusionary) rule. For the logic to return, the legislator would have to define which breaches of formal regulations will be sanctioned by excluding the evidence. 29 At present, almost no breaches of formal regulations are sanctioned by excluding evidence, even though, in the main, they protect a far more important right or freedom than those few breaches of formal regulations that are sanctioned with nullity. The only regulations that, if breached, will mean evidence is excluded, are to be found in article
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22 This distinction has been criticised, since it is not clear how to deal with illegally obtained evidence that proves not only the criminal existence of a criminal offence, but also the person that committed the offence (see F. Dersyck, o.c., n° 229, 220).

22 This distinction has been criticised, since it is not clear how to deal with illegally obtained evidence that proves not only the criminal existence of a criminal offence, but also the person that committed the offence (see F. Dersyck, o.c., n° 229, 220).
61quinquies CCP, article 86bis CCP, article 90quater CCP and in article 40 of the law of 15 June 1935 on the use of languages in judicial affairs. It is unfortunate that the Belgian legislator has failed to draw any conclusion out of the new approach taken by the Court of Cassation regarding illegally obtained evidence. What is more, in the near future the Belgian legislator is likely to adopt a law about the exclusionary rule, but this legal rule will probably be nothing more than the existing rule created by the Belgian Court of Cassation.
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30. Article 61quinquies CCP provides the right for the defendant and the injured party to request for additional investigations during the pre-trial investigation. The investigating judge must grant or dismiss such a request within a month after it has been filed. If the request is granted after the term of one month has expired, all evidence gathered hereunder has to be excluded (M. Sterkens, l.c., 512).

31. Article 86bis CCP provides the possibility for the investigating judge to interrogate a witness without having to state his or her identity (anonymous witness). The order of the investigating judge has to be reasoned, signed and dated, and has to make mention of the application of the relevant sections of article 86bis CCP as well as the manner upon which the investigating judge has examined the reliability of the witness. If one of these regulations has not been met, the interrogation of the witness has to be declared null.

32. This article prescribes that a surveillance order issued by an investigating judge shall be reasoned, dated and signed, and shall make mention of a series of elements required by law. If one of these regulations has not been met, the surveillance order has to be declared null, as well as all evidence gathered via the surveillance.

33. Wet van 15 juni 1935 op het gebruik der talen in gerechtszaken. According to this law, legal proceedings have to run in the appropriate language (in Dutch in Dutch-speaking regions, in French in French-speaking regions and in German in German-speaking regions). A warrant from an investigating judge in the Dutch-speaking regions for example, shall be declared null when it is written in French.

34. *Wetsontwerp tot wijziging van de voorafgaande titel van het Wetboek van Strafvordering wat betreft de nietigheden* ("draft of law concerning the adaptation of the preliminary title of the Code of Criminal Procedure concerning nullities"), Parlementaire Stukken, Kamer (Chambre), 2012-2013, n° 0042.